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PREFACE

In January 1978, I began the preface to the first edition of *Digital Image Processing* with the following statement:

The field of image processing has grown considerably during the past decade with the increased utilization of imagery in myriad applications coupled with improvements in the size, speed, and cost effectiveness of digital computers and related signal processing technologies. Image processing has found a significant role in scientific, industrial, space, and government applications.

In January 1991, in the preface to the second edition, I stated:

Thirteen years later as I write this preface to the second edition, I find the quoted statement still to be valid. The 1980s have been a decade of significant growth and maturity in this field. At the beginning of that decade, many image processing techniques were of academic interest only; their execution was too slow and too costly. Today, thanks to algorithmic and implementation advances, image processing has become a vital cost-effective technology in a host of applications.

Now, in this beginning of the twenty-first century, image processing has become a mature engineering discipline. But advances in the theoretical basis of image processing continue. Some of the reasons for this third edition of the book are to correct defects in the second edition, delete content of marginal interest, and add discussion of new, important topics. Another motivating factor is the inclusion of interactive, computer display imaging examples to illustrate image processing concepts. Finally, this third edition includes computer programming exercises to bolster its theoretical content. These exercises can be implemented using the Programmer’s Imaging Kernel System (PIKS) application program interface (API). PIKS is an International
Standards Organization (ISO) standard library of image processing operators and associated utilities. The PIKS Core version is included on a CD affixed to the back cover of this book.

The book is intended to be an “industrial strength” introduction to digital image processing to be used as a text for an electrical engineering or computer science course in the subject. Also, it can be used as a reference manual for scientists who are engaged in image processing research, developers of image processing hardware and software systems, and practicing engineers and scientists who use image processing as a tool in their applications. Mathematical derivations are provided for most algorithms. The reader is assumed to have a basic background in linear system theory, vector space algebra, and random processes. Proficiency in C language programming is necessary for execution of the image processing programming exercises using PIKS.

The book is divided into six parts. The first three parts cover the basic technologies that are needed to support image processing applications. Part 1 contains three chapters concerned with the characterization of continuous images. Topics include the mathematical representation of continuous images, the psychophysical properties of human vision, and photometry and colorimetry. In Part 2, image sampling and quantization techniques are explored along with the mathematical representation of discrete images. Part 3 discusses two-dimensional signal processing techniques, including general linear operators and unitary transforms such as the Fourier, Hadamard, and Karhunen–Loeve transforms. The final chapter in Part 3 analyzes and compares linear processing techniques implemented by direct convolution and Fourier domain filtering.

The next two parts of the book cover the two principal application areas of image processing. Part 4 presents a discussion of image enhancement and restoration techniques, including restoration models, point and spatial restoration, and geometrical image modification. Part 5, entitled “Image Analysis,” concentrates on the extraction of information from an image. Specific topics include morphological image processing, edge detection, image feature extraction, image segmentation, object shape analysis, and object detection.

Part 6 discusses the software implementation of image processing applications. This part describes the PIKS API and explains its use as a means of implementing image processing algorithms. Image processing programming exercises are included in Part 6.

This third edition represents a major revision of the second edition. In addition to Part 6, new topics include an expanded description of color spaces, the Hartley and Daubechies transforms, wavelet filtering, watershed and snake image segmentation, and Mellin transform matched filtering. Many of the photographic examples in the book are supplemented by executable programs for which readers can adjust algorithm parameters and even substitute their own source images.

Although readers should find this book reasonably comprehensive, many important topics allied to the field of digital image processing have been omitted to limit the size and cost of the book. Among the most prominent omissions are the topics of pattern recognition, image reconstruction from projections, image understanding,
image coding, scientific visualization, and computer graphics. References to some of these topics are provided in the bibliography.

WILLIAM K. PRATT

Los Altos, California
August 2000
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